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ABSTRACT
Most users of home networks have experienced the intense
frustration that comes with diagnosing poor performance.
Even determining something as simple as whether a perfor-
mance problem lies with the ISP or somewhere in the home
network is incredibly difficult; this lack of visibility results
in unnecessary service calls to ISPs and a general inability to
have the network perform as well as it should. In this paper,
we design and develop WTF (Where’s The Fault?), a sys-
tem that reliably determines whether a performance problem
lies with the user’s ISP or inside the home network. The tool
can also distinguish these problematic situations from the be-
nign case when the network is simply under-utilized. WTF
uses cross-layer techniques to discover signatures of vari-
ous pathologies. We implemented WTF in an off-the-shelf
home router; evaluated the techniques in controlled lab ex-
periments under a variety of operating conditions; validated
it in real homes where we can directly observe the home
conditions and network setup; and deployed it in 30 home
networks across North America. The real-world deployment
sheds light on common pathologies that occur in home net-
works. We find, for instance, that many users purchase fast
access links but experience significant (and frequent) perfor-
mance bottlenecks in their home wireless network.
1. INTRODUCTION
A typical user’s Internet access passes through the home
wireless network, the access link, and the access ISP’s net-
work before heading to points beyond. Home network users
commonly experience the consequences of a poorly perform-
ing Internet connection, which include slow-loading Web
pages, poor-quality or dropped VoIP calls, or buffering dur-
ing streaming video sessions. These pathologies are readily
evident and highly frustrating for users; yet, they are equally
difficult to diagnose. A user may have difficulty determining
why a problem is occurring, but also where it is occurring.
As frustrated as users are by these problems, Internet ser-
vice providers (ISPs) are equally frustrated: Our discussions
with several large access ISPs reveal that service calls are
costly, ranging from $9–25 per call, and as many as 75% of
service calls from customers are usually caused by problems
that have nothing to do with the ISP. Hence, both users and
ISPs could benefit from techniques that could better isolate
performance problems in home networks. Even simply being
able to determine whether the problem was inside the home
network or elsewhere would be a reasonable starting point.
Performance problems in home networks have many pos-
sible causes. Inside the home, problems can result from a
bad wireless connection, caused by poor placement of the
access point or the end host, interference from other access
points, or end hosts within the same network. Cross traffic
from other devices on the network might also reduce the ca-
pacity of the wireless network. The end host might be the
cause of problems if it cannot cope with application traffic,
or if the network interface or driver is somehow faulty. Out-
side the home, a shaped or lossy access link, routing prob-
lems within ASes, poor interconnectivity between ASes in
the path, a high latency path to the server, or even a poorly
optimized server can all introduce bottlenecks. Most of the
time, the ends of a network path (the user or the application
provider) have only a limited view of the network; in most
common practical cases, tools running at network endpoints
path cannot effectively localize problems beyond the imme-
diate next hop. Application providers can sometimes identify
that clients are experiencing poor performance, but they typ-
ically have no visibility into why the performance is poor.
In this paper, we develop a tool called WTF, (Where’s The
Fault?) that localizes performance problems that users expe-
rience in home networks to the home wireless network, the
access link, or the application. WTF builds on the intuition
that, given enough traffic demand from users and applica-
tions in the home network, a path out of the home network
will typically either have a bottleneck on the access link or in-
side the home network. WTF offers this granularity of infor-
mation, which can better inform users about how to improve
the performance of their home network (e.g., upgrading their
service plan, fixing the wireless network). We deploy WTF
in the home access point, which allows it to directly observe
the access link and the local wireless network on path. WTF
passively monitors the network performance characteristics
of real user traffic across multiple layers to determine which
side of the access link is experiencing a bottleneck. This al-
lows WTF to help the user ultimately drill down to a diagno-
sis; for example, WTF can determine whether the access link
is throttling the TCP connection, whether the wide-area net-
work is introducing TCP loss, and whether the home wireless
network is introducing a bottleneck. In one of our deploy-
ments of a user with a high-end service, for example, WTF
detected extremely low bitrates and high link-level retrans-
missions, creating a bottleneck in the user’s home wireless
network (further investigation in this particular home found
the user’s wireless access point tucked away in the closet).
WTF collects a variety of statistics across network proto-
col layers and uploads them to a central server that analyzes
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the measurements. Although WTF does not determine why
a bottleneck exists, we believe that the level of localization
that WTF provides represents an important step for diagno-
sis (as evidenced by users’ floods of service calls to ISPs for
problems that often lie within the home). Because WTF’s
heuristics rely on various operational details of TCP, the tool
can currently only localize bottlenecks for TCP flows.
Our goal of continuous monitoring in real home networks
requires us to deploy analysis software on existing home
network infrastructure—specifically the home router/access
point. Because this vantage point is located on the path at
a “demarcation point” between the home network and the
access link, it provides a unique opportunity to observe per-
formance characteristics on each side of the device, thereby
making it easier to localize performance problems to either
inside or outside the home. It also has the advantage of be-
ing a device that every home network user deploys, and it
typically remains on all of the time, making it easy to gather
continuous measurements. Unfortunately, deploying at this
vantage point also introduces CPU, memory, and network
constraints that impose additional constraints and challenges
on WTF’s design.
We implemented WTF as custom firmware that runs on an
off-the-shelf home router; the tool collects passive measure-
ments, pre-processes the data, and uploads it to a server for
analysis. To validate WTF, we perform extensive controlled
laboratory experiments; we also analyze WTF’s measure-
ments in five homes by running additional tests, and study-
ing both user traffic demands and the home wireless setup
in those homes. We then deploy WTF in 30 homes across
North America and report on the extent of wireless and ac-
cess network performance problems that users experience in
these networks over the course of 9–21 days.1
Our study yields some interesting findings: notably, most
homes in our deployment have wireless problems most of
the time, and are likely bottlenecked by the wireless net-
work. In many cases, the performance of the wireless net-
work is so bad that the round-trip latency introduced by the
wireless network may be a significant fraction of the end-to-
end round-trip latency (at least for users in North America
where services are often located close to users). Thus, in ad-
dition to the significant attention that is already being paid to
optimizing wide-area performance and host TCP connection
settings, our results suggest that it is worth spending effort to
improve home wireless network performance. The next steps
should be to understand the underlying causes of poor wire-
less performance (e.g., the nature of interference and con-
tention in home wireless networks).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
develops the ideas and intuition behind WTF and describes
1Although deploying across more home networks will yield more
general results, deploying WTF for this study required university in-
stitutional review board (IRB) approval, which slowed our recruit-
ment process. We have recently received clearance to deploy WTF
more widely.
Figure 1: The general home network setup, and the parameters that WTF
measures. WTF runs on the access point between the home network and the
access link, thus offering a unique vantage point for observing pathologies
on either side.
and evaluates them in a controlled lab setting in detail. Sec-
tion 3 describes our prototype implementation, and Section 4
evaluates the performance of our system under different con-
dition in five homes. Section 5 reports on the state of the
home network as seen from 30 homes in the deployment.
2. LOCATING PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS
Home networks can induce performance problems for
TCP connections for a variety of reasons. Our goal is to de-
velop methods and heuristics to localize these pathologies as
being either in the home network or elsewhere, and to pro-
vide additional details about the reasons for the pathology,
if possible. WTF aims to distinguish between three scenar-
ios: (1) the access link is the bottleneck, (2) the wireless link
is the bottleneck; and (3) the demand on the network is not
enough to saturate either the access link or the wireless link
(e.g., due to insufficient flow lengths, high latency paths, or
loss in the wide area network). We first describe the problem
setup and the intuition behind WTF’s heuristics. Then, we
explain our approach to validating these heuristics, including
the setup for our controlled experiments.
2.1 Problem and Approach
Setup and intuition. Figure 1 shows how a typical home
network connects to the wide-area Internet, and places where
WTF collects various performance metrics. Table 1 summa-
rizes the performance metrics that WTF collects. WTF cap-
tures and analyzes traffic traces over short periods, about one
second. This measurement frequency is typically sufficient
to capture hundreds of packets and frames, depending on the
capacity of the access link.
Overview of WTF approach. First, WTF determines
whether the access link is a bottleneck by exploiting proper-
ties of how TCP congestion control interacts with bottleneck
links. Second, WTF analyzes the wireless network to look
for a suite of features derived from bitrate adaptation and its
effects on TCP. A set of lightweight heuristics identifies the
wireless network as the cause of the problem if various char-
acteristics are detected. Finally, WTF scrutinizes TCP traces
for evidence of loss or of high latency paths. If none of the
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Parameter Description Role
cvt Co-efficient of variation of interpacket arrival time Detects access link bottleneck
cvru,cvrd Upstream and downstream co-efficient of variation of 802.11 frame bitrate Suggests varying/poor channel
µru,µrd Up. and down. avg. bitrate of frames normalized by max. bitrate supported Suggests poor channel
ρu,ρd Up. and down. frame retransmission rates Suggests lossy channel
τh TCP RTT between the AP and the client Suggests contention, and/or wireless bandwidth bottleneck
τw TCP RTT between the AP and the server Suggests high latency link
λw Fraction of triple-duplicate ACKs in TCP connections Suggest loss in the end-to-end connection
Table 1: The components that WTF measures and the roles that they play in helping localize faults to either the home network or the access link.
features can positively identify the source of the problem,
WTF infers that the network must have insufficient demand
to saturate the bottleneck link. The algorithm has three steps:
1. Determine whether the access link is a bottleneck.
WTF first determines whether the access link is bot-
tlenecked or not, by computing the coefficient of vari-
ance of packet inter-arrival time, cvt, and comparing it
against a threshold (in Section 2.2, we describe how we
set these thresholds). While values much lower than
the threshold increase the confidence of the deduction,
WTF only uses a binary decision process, in order to
avoid parameter tuning.
2. Look for pathologies in the wireless network. WTF
analyzes 802.11 frames for different parameters for es-
timating the quality of the wireless link; cvru and cvrd,
the coefficient of variation of the upstream and down-
stream bitrates, µru and µrd, the normalized average
upstream and downstream bitrates, ρu and ρd, the re-
transmission rates. From TCP traces, it computes τh,
the TCP RTT over the wireless network. If any of these
parameters breach the specified threshold, WTF flags
the wireless as a potential bottleneck.
3. Look for pathologies in the wide-area. If either the
TCP loss parameter λw, or the TCP RTT to the server
(τw) are high, WTF deduces that the wide-area network
is potentially introducing the bottleneck.
If none of the above conditions hold (the access link is not
saturated, and there is no obvious bottleneck on the wireless
link or the wide-area network), WTF deems that there is in-
sufficient demand on the access link. Wireless and wide-area
bottlenecks are usually only a problem if they prevent full use
of the access link; if the access link is being throttled anyway
(which is likely in cases where the access capacity is low),
then the wireless and access link performance problems are
not likely to matter.
2.2 Validating WTF’s Heuristics
In this section, we explain how we validate each of WTF’s
diagnosis heuristics using controlled experiments. We also
describe empirical measurements that we use to justify the
settings of the thresholds for each parameter.
2.2.1 Experiment setup
Figure 2: Controlled experiment setup.
We build a controlled testbed to evaluate the components
of WTF. The test bed consists of an access point, the associ-
ated LAN, a network shaper upstream of the access point, a
well provisioned university network, and servers in the uni-
versity network. The access point is a Netgear WNDR3800
router running a version of OpenWrt. Figure 2 shows a
schematic of this experimental setup.
Downstream of the access point, connected to the access
point over a 802.11 network (both a and n are evaluated),
are one or two end-hosts (depending on the experiment). We
run our experiments in the 5 GHz spectrum, which is less
polluted than the 2.4 GHz spectrum in our lab. The net-
work shaper is another Netgear WNDR3800 router running
OpenWrt. We perform network traffic shaping with tc and
netem. We adjust the bandwidth, latency, and loss of the
emulated access link. The shaper is located physically close
to the first access point where it also captures wireless traffic;
it has a similar radio as the access point. This allows us to
obtain ground truth concerning wireless network conditions
when we try to induce wireless pathologies such as weak sig-
nal strength and frame drops. Upstream of the shaper is a
well-provisioned university network. We run our controlled
experiments against servers in this network to minimize the
likelihood that bottlenecks lie elsewhere on the end-to-end
path. We induce wireless pathologies using a different set
of techniques. First, we reduce the transmission power of
the access point and move the clients to different distances
from the access point. This approach allows us to measure
performance under different wireless channel conditions, but
without any guarantees on the throughput or the loss of the
channel. We evaluate channel contention using a second lap-
top and running an iperf UDP session from the access point
at different rates.
2.2.2 Access link bottleneck detection
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(a) Wireless link bottleneck. Instantaneous throughput at the wide-area interface
varies at short time scales due to high variance in packet inter-arrival times.

















   










(b) Access link bottleneck. Instantaneous throughput at the wide-area interface is
steady, due relatively uniform packet inter-arrival times caused by upstream shaping.
Figure 3: Behavior of packet inter-arrival times when the access-link is the
bottleneck, and when it is not.
WTF can compute the bandwidth of flows by capturing all
flows at the access point, yet it is more difficult to identify
whether the achieved throughput is throttled by a capacity
constrained link in the path, or by other factors such as loss,
or the application generating the traffic. We begin by ana-
lyzing whether the access link is a bottleneck. To do so, we
utilize the following property of bottleneck links: since the
bottleneck link services packets at a rate slower than they ar-
rive, queues build up at the head of the link, and the access
link sends packets at a fairly even rate. The natural variation
in packet inter-arrival times caused by TCP effects (e.g., the
classical “saw-tooth” effect) are seen only upstream of the
bottleneck link but not downstream.
Figures 3a and 3b illustrate this effect. The figures show
the throughput of a TCP connection at the WAN port of the
access point, at 10 ms granularity. In Figure 3a, the access
link is at 100 Mbps, and the wireless link is 802.11a, with a
clean channel. The wireless link is obviously the bottleneck
here, as the maximum TCP rate it can support is less than
100 Mbps (about 21 Mbps in this case). We see the varia-
tion in instantaneous throughput effect caused by congestion
control. Figure 3b shows the case where the access link is the
bottleneck. Here, the access link is shaped to 3 Mbps, while
the wireless link is not modified. We see from the throughput
plots that, as expected, the wireless is not the bottleneck, and
there is very little variation in the throughput.
The above example shows an extreme case, but it offers
a feature, which we exploit to identify whether the access
link is the bottleneck: packet inter-arrival times at the WAN
interface. We expect to see high variance in the packet
inter-arrival times before the bottleneck link due to conges-
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Figure 4: Detection accuracy with the wireless channel held constant at
about 21 Mbps. Detection accuracy is high except when the access link
speed is similar to the wireless speed.























(a) For access link throughputs less than the wireless throughput, the lower bound
is sensitive






















(b) For access link throughputs greater than the wireless throughput, the upper
bound is sensitive
Figure 5: Sensitivity of detection accuracy to threshold of cvt. There is a
wide range between the two extremes where detection accuracy is high.
tion control, but significantly lower variance after the bot-
tleneck link itself because of the buffer’s smoothing effect.
Therefore, to identify whether the access link is shaping traf-
fic,WTF applies a single threshold for cvt, which is the co-
efficient of variation of the inter-packet arrival time at the
WAN port of the access point. The threshold checks whether
the variance of the packet inter-arrival times at the WAN in-
terface is high compared to the average. If the variance factor
is lower than the threshold, then we identify the access link as
the bottleneck; in our controlled measurements, we explore
how to set this threshold.
Validation We run two sets of experiments to evaluate the
effectiveness of our algorithm in detecting bandwidth bottle-
necks. We establish the maximum rate at which TCP can
operate in the wireless settings, and then we test different ac-
cess links speeds against the best possible wireless link. We
evaluate the detection accuracy of the algorithm in this set-
ting. We run this experiment 100 times for each access link
speed setting.
Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment. We see that
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detection accuracy is generally quite high, in excess of 90%
in all cases. The threshold value used here is 0.8. Detec-
tion accuracy drops when the access link is shaped at around
21 Mbps which is approximately the maximum speed of the
wireless speed. In such cases, the capacity of the access
link is close enough to the wireless capacity that the wire-
less could in fact be the bottleneck in some cases. As the
wireless and the access link speeds converge, it may not even
be meaningful to try label one side as the bottleneck due to
natural variations. We see, however, that as the difference be-
tween the two sides increases, the detection accuracy is very
close to 100%.
We now evaluate the robustness of the detection threshold
for different threshold values for cvt. Figure 5 shows the re-
sults. The cvt represents the coefficient of variation of the
packet inter-arrival time at the WAN interface of the access
point. When the threshold is low (close to zero), it will al-
ways identify the wireless as the bottleneck, and when it is
too high, it will always identify the access link as the bottle-
neck.
The results indicate that detection accuracy remains high
for a wide range of threshold settings. When the access link
is the bottleneck, the coefficient of variation is low, of the
order of about 0.2, and when the wireless is the bottleneck, it
is above 0.8, across a wide range of network conditions. This
makes a robust value of the threshold easy to determine. In
the case where the wireless link and the access link are close
to each other in capacity, we see that cvt falls somewhere in
between (detection accuracy is high between about 0.5 and
0.8). Although we use a binary decision to denote the access
link as a bottleneck based on a single threshold, we note that
middling values denote an operating regime where accurately
detecting a bottleneck is difficult.
Applying the cvt parameter in real networks. This tech-
nique relies on the access link shaping packets to work. If the
access link is saturated, then all flows coming into the home
network will be spaced out, so it does not rely on per flow
spacing. Prior work [20] has used similar techniques to clus-
ter flows that share bottleneck links by clustering flows that
minimize entropy of packet inter-arrival time; the assump-
tion being that bottleneck link reduces the entropy in packet
inter-arrival times. The experiments in the previous section
study the case when either the access link or the wireless
link is the bottleneck. In a real home network, though, if the
access link is not the bottleneck, then it could be the wire-
less, or it could be that there simply isn’t sufficient demand
to saturate either the access link or the wireless. It is not
straightforward to differentiate between the two cases; all
we can say using this technique is when the access link is
not the bottleneck. WTF circumvents this problem by only
considering cases when it sees a minimum amount of traffic
in the network (100 packets/second). Real home networks
also could have access link speeds varying over short-term
intervals [30]. With PowerBoost [9] and other shaping tech-











(a) Normalized average bitrate. Lower values of µr indicates poor channel. How-
ever, a channel with high contention (therefore lower per-client capacity) could have
high values of µr . We set the detection threshold to 0.5.








(b) Coefficient of variation of bitrate. Poor channel leads to higher variation of
bitrates, therefore higher cvr . We set the detection threshold to 0.5.








(c) Retransmission rate at different measured TCP throughput. Higher rates indi-
cate poor channel. We set detection thresholds for ρu and ρd to 0.1.
Figure 6: Using bitrate adaptation to infer channel quality.
niques, throughput can drop significantly over the course of
a few seconds. WTF deals with this by only considering traf-
fic over one-second intervals. It is unlikely that link speeds
change considerably over that time interval when there is suf-
ficient demand. To eliminate the wireless as the source of the
bottleneck, WTF uses wireless measurements as explained
in Section 2.2.3. If the wireless is not the problem, then by
default WTF assumes that there is not enough demand to sat-
urate the network. If the upstream link is also wireless (e.g.,
WiMAX), this technique may not work due to variation in the
packet inter-arrival times. When there is heavy upstream traf-
fic that saturates the upstream connection, the ACKs that tra-
verse the downstream path will be evenly spaced. We avoid
this by only considering cases with significant downstream
traffic. We leave these cases for future work.
2.2.3 Wireless bottleneck detection
We develop heuristics that evaluate the state of the wireless
network. Wireless problems in home networks are varied;
they could be caused due to poor connectivity, lossy channel,
contention, or interference. We aim to determine whether the
wireless network contributes to poor performance (which we
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Figure 7: TCP RTT between client and access point. λh decreases expo-
nentially with higher throughput, regardless of cause of reduced throughput.
We set detection threshold to 10 ms.
declare to be the case when the wireless link is the bottleneck
link in the end-to-end path) but do not concern ourselves with
underlying causes of poor wireless performance.
WTF collects its measurements from a single vantage
point: the access point. Although this approach has many
limitations—notably, a single vantage point prevents identi-
fying certain classes of problems such as hidden terminals—
it has many advantages, especially because it allows us
passively monitor traffic and apply cross-layer techniques
such as correlating wireless and TCP parameters, to identify
whether a problem exists. It enables wide deployment of the
system in homes. We identify certain parameters that can be
measured from the access point that provide good indications
concerning the quality of the wireless network.
WTF uses these parameters to identify whether the wire-
less potentially has problems. For each of these parameters,
WTF uses simple thresholds. The thresholds used are conser-
vative (we also look at how it affects detection in later sec-
tions), and the purpose is to identify particularly egregious
situations. WTF flags the wireless as problematic if any of
the parameters breach the threshold. We motivate these pa-
rameters by running experiments with wireless pathologies
and use these experiments to identify appropriate thresholds.
Bitrate adaptation. Bitrate adaptation techniques in IEEE
802.11 all vary the transmission bitrate in response to net-
work conditions. Although these techniques usually adapt
rates even under benign conditions to determine the chan-
nel quality, rate changes are usually rapid when the channel
quality is poor. WTF computes retransmission rates and an-
alyzes how the bitrates vary over time. Variation will be low
if the channel quality is good, and high if the channel is poor
or varying. Poor channels can still have stable bitrates if the
protocol is able to find a (low) bitrate that is not lossy. We
identify such cases by computing the average bitrate and nor-
malizing it by the maximum bitrate supported by the proto-
col. For example, this would be 54 Mbits/s for 802.11 a/g.
We evaluate these techniques by running controlled ex-
periments in a lab setting. We run two sets of experiments:
(1) with the client at different distances from the access point;
(2) with the client close to the access point, but contending
for the channel with another client that sends constant UDP
traffic. In the first case, we expect to observe many retrans-
missions and frame drops, and lower throughput. In the sec-
ond case, we expect to see lower throughput, but higher bi-
trates (due to reasonable channel quality).
Figure 6a shows how the the normalized bitrate varies
with achieved throughput. The figure shows two sets of
points, one where the normalized average bitrate increases
with achieved throughput, but only up to a certain level; this
occurs when the channel is poor. This is the framerate adap-
tation algorithm in action, as it tries to search for an appropri-
ate bitrate. In the latter case, the channel quality is good, but
another client is contending for the channel. The second set
of points is where the normalized average is uniformly high
and independent of the throughput. Bitrate adaptation sees no
reason to vary the bitrate in this case. We set a threshold of
0.5; if the normalized average is below this threshold, WTF
recognizes the wireless as problematic. This setting weeds
out the really bad cases of poor performance as shown in the
figure.
Figures 6b shows how the coefficient of variation of the
bitrate varies with the achieved throughput. As throughput
increases, the coefficient reduces when the channel is poor,
but it stays uniformly low when the channel is good but there
is contention. This case is, in effect, an inverse of the nor-
malized throughput case. We set a threshold of 0.5 here; if
the coefficient of variation of the bitrate is higher than 0.5,
WTF flags the wireless as pathological. This threshold is
quite conservative as seen in the figure; with such high vari-
ance, it is unlikely that the wireless channel is good. In fact
we see that with such a high bar, the throughput of connec-
tions that breach it have really low throughputs compared to
what is achievable over the channel.
Retransmission rate. Figure 6c shows how the downstream
retransmission rate varies with achieved throughput. In gen-
eral, retransmissions are lower when the throughput is higher,
because the channel is good. When the channel is bad and the
throughput is low, we see that the retransmission rate varies
widely because the channel sees dropped frames and bitrate
adaptation attempts to reduce the bitrate. Sometimes, it suc-
ceeds and ultimately minimizes frame losses. Thus, although
the retransmission rate can be a good indicator of wireless
channel quality, it alone is not sufficient to determine the
quality of the wireless channel. We use a threshold of 0.1 for
this parameter; in general, from our experiments we see that
this weeds out the cases where there is a significant through-
put drop.
TCP round-trip time over wireless link. To isolate con-
tented channels, WTF measures the TCP round-trip time be-
tween the access point and the client, of connections that pass
through the access point. We analyze the traffic that passes
through and extract the round-trip time component between
the access point and the client, and the access point and the
Internet server. Figure 7 shows how the local network RTT
(between the access point and the client) varies as a function
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of achieved throughput. We see that it decreases exponen-
tially as a function of throughput. The RTT is independent
of the cause of the pathology; both contention, and a poor
channel result in high RTTs - of the order of tens of millisec-
onds. When there is no wireless bottleneck, the RTT can be
expected to be quite low - of the order one millisecond, and
not more than 4-5 ms. In this experiment, the access link
is shaped to close to the maximum throughput achieved by
the wireless channel. When there is a bottleneck in the wire-
less and everything else is fine, buffering delays in the driver
and/or the LAN interface on the router can introduce high
TCP RTTs as well. We set a threshold of 15 ms for the TCP
RTT; such high RTTs are evidence that there are delays due
to contention or buffering.
2.2.4 Wide-area network pathologies
Packet loss in the wide area on the end-to-end TCP con-
nection can also create pathologies. This could be caused
by the wireless connection, or outside the home. We ana-
lyze each TCP flow and check for the occurrence of triple-
duplicate-acks (3dupacks). TCP uses 3dupacks as a signal
that a packet has been lost, and retransmits that packet. WTF
checks for the presence of 3dupacks in each flow, and if the
fraction of the number of 3dupacks exceeds a certain thresh-
old, it determines that the connection has experienced packet
loss. This loss could have been caused either by conditions
in the WAN or due to properties of the wireless network. We
saw from our experiments that the fraction of 3dupacks in a
TCP connection increases almost linearly with the loss rate
of the connection grows. We are only interested in estab-
lishing whether the TCP connection experienced loss in the
WAN, not in estimating loss rates. We therefore set a small
non-zero threshold for the fraction of 3dupacks—if the frac-
tion crosses this threshold, we establish that the connection
saw a loss.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm in localizing
loss on the access link with a good wireless link. For this ex-
periment, we ensure that there is no loss in the wireless chan-
nel. We do this by analyzing the snooped wireless traces and
weeding out cases where there were wireless frame drops.
We use the fraction of 3dupacks (λw) to detect loss. Our
experiments show that a low non-zero threshold is usually
sufficient to detect lossy connections. Figure 8 shows the
sensitivity of this threshold to packet loss: a low (or zero)
threshold can detect lossy links. Since access networks do
not often experience high loss rates [30], we are interested in
capturing only cases where the loss is particularly high; WTF
uses a threshold value if 0.02, which identifies loss of about
about 3%. As we shall see in Section 5, only a small fraction
of connections in our deployment see significant fractions of
3dupacks. In general, we do not observe regular evidence of
wide-area packet loss that is significant enough to introduce
performance bottlenecks.
Recall that WTF extracts the RTT between the access point
and the wireless client; in a similar fashion, WTF can extract

























Figure 8: Robustness of loss detection threshold with only access link losses.
Parameter Threshold Conclusion
cvt ≤ 0.8 Access link bottleneck.
cvr ≤ 0.5 Possible poor wireless.
µr ≤ 0.5 Possible poor wireless.
ρu,ρd ≥ 0.1 Possibly lossy wireless.
τh ≥ 15 ms Possible contention in wireless.
τw ≥ 100 ms High latency.
λw ≥ 0.02 Loss in the wide area.
Table 2: The threshold values that WTF uses for each parameter to detect
pathologies.
the RTT between the access point and the server in the wide-
area network. This parameter, τw denotes the the round-trip
latency between the access point and the content in the wide
area. The throughput that TCP connections can achieve is
inversely proportional to the latency. To account for this pos-
sibility, WTF uses a threshold of 100 ms to determine cases
where content is particularly far from the access point. This
threshold setting is specific to North America, where our de-
ployment is located, but could be adjusted in other settings.
Most popular content is progressively moving closer to ac-
cess networks; in fact, we find that we see that only about
20% of TCP connections coming from home networks expe-
rience TCP round-trip times that exceed 100 ms.
3. WTF: PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We describe a prototype of WTF, which we deploy in 30
locations (29 homes, and 1 university lab where it is used as
a regular access point). We describe the design of the system
and how we evaluate and validate it in five homes.
3.1 Design
We design and implement WTF to run on OpenWrt-
equipped home access points. We use Netgear’s WNDR3800
and 3700v2 routers. Both have an Atheros chipset with a
450 MHz processor, one 802.11gn radio, and one 802.11an
radio. The driver used is ath9k and uses the minstrel rate
adaptation algorithm. The 3800 has 128 Mbytes of RAM,
and the 3700v2 has 64 Mbytes of RAM. All routers are
equipped with an active measurement suite that measures up-
stream and downstream throughput approximately every two
hours. Due to engineering challenges that resource limita-
tions on the gateway introduce, the current prototype version
of WTF does not run continuously; it collects data about ev-
ery 5 minutes on average. It runs for 15 seconds every iter-
ation. It then does partial pre-processing and anonymization
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of the data on the router itself, and then uploads a compressed
digest of the data to a server.
Sampling the data, rather than continuous monitoring, has
advantages and disadvantages. Sampling allows us to reduce
computation and storage and also facilitates for rapid devel-
opment and deployment, since the software is running on
commodity home routers. The measurements provide insight
into the overall nature of each home network, but they not al-
low us to obtain fine-grained information. We are currently
developing a version of WTF that would perform continuous
monitoring. The next section describes the data collection
and processing that WTF currently performs.
3.2 Data Collection
WTF collects the following measurements:
• pcap traces of connections. We collect tcpdump traces
from both the WAN and two wireless monitor interfaces si-
multaneously. The WAN interface traces give us informa-
tion about TCP connections and IP packets flowing through
the access point, while the wireless interfaces capture ra-
diotap headers [23] to obtain per-frame information about:
the source and destination stations, bitrate used for each
frame, and whether the frame was retransmitted. The re-
transmission bit is set if the frame was retransmitted at least
once; this does not give us information about how many
times a frame was retransmitted.
• Connection tracking information from Network Address
Translator (NAT) module. To obtain information about the
end point of TCP connections inside the home, we collect a
snapshot of the conntrack file that has the mapping of WAN
ports to LAN IP addresses and ports.
• ARP information. This provides the device MAC ID to IP
address information of end points inside the home.
• Per-client 802.11 information. Depending on the end-
host driver, radiotap may not have the MCS (Modulation
and Coding Scheme) information for received frames; this
means that we cannot use that to extract the frame rates of
received frames. We noticed this in only a few hosts, and in
order to get around the problem, WTF samples the instanta-
neous state of each client connected to the access point over
802.11 using the iw command every 100 ms. This gives us
the instantaneous transmission and reception rates to each
client. WTF stores the average and standard deviation of
all sampled values in one 15-second iteration.
WTF processes this data locally on the router as follows.
First the WAN pcap traces are processed to extract times-
tamps of arriving packets, and information about individual
flows (using tcptrace [1]). particularly the number 3du-
packs, the RTT on either side of the access point, and the
number of packets in each connection. Because of the lo-
cation of the access point, the RTT is broken down into the
latency between the access point and either end points. The
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Figure 9: The distribution of cvt for 5 homes for which we explore case
studies in more detail. Generally, cvt increases as access link throughput
increases because the access link is a bottleneck less often. However, the
value of cvt depends on the quality of the access link in the home network;
homes with poor wireless connectivity can have lower cvt even if the quality
of the wireless link is also poor.
Downstream Downstream
Home (MBps) Characteristic Access Wireless
1 2.8 Slow access, poor wireless 95% 92%
2 10.5 Moderate access, poor wireless 2% 78%
3 18.0 Moderate access 14% 76%
4 22.0 Moderate access 34% 79%
5 30.0 App/End-host bottleneck 9% 15%
Table 3: Percentage of time WTF detects pathologies in either the down-
stream access link or the home wireless network.
RTT information is obtained by tracking packets and the cor-
responding ACK. WTF then processes the radiotap traces to
obtain the source and destination MAC addresses and the
frame control bits of each frame.
WTF anonymizes all IP addresses and MAC addresses
completely using SHA-256 and a per-router secret salt as the
data is collected on the router. Private information is never
stored, and it never leaves the router. This pre-processed data
is uploaded to the server and deleted from the router. The
data is stored in a database where the diagnosis and longi-
tudinal analysis portions of WTF reside. All aspects of this
study have been reviewed and approved by our university in-
stitutional review board (IRB).
The server sanitizes the timing data before computing the
coefficient of packet inter-arrival time, cvt. Specifically, in
our analysis, we only consider cases where we see traffic
rates of at least 100 packets per second. For each of these
cases, we compute the average and the standard deviation
of the inter-packet arrival. We then eliminate all delays that
exceed the average plus two standard deviations and recom-
pute the average and the standard deviations again. This step
eliminates outliers involving a burst of packets of duration
less than one second followed by packet arrivals at slower
rates.
4. CASE STUDIES
We now use WTF to explore its behavior in five home net-
works, and to better understand what gives rise to various
conditions in real home networks. Table 3 shows the char-
acteristics of the homes that we selected for our case studies.
These characteristics, particularly for wireless, depend on the
parameters we choose. However, we tested it with different
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parameter settings for RTT latency and normalized through-
put and got very similar numbers, suggesting our thresholds
are fairly robust.
The homes represent a range of conditions, and we were
able to independently validate some of the findings of WTF
by talking to users and taking more more detailed measure-
ments where necessary. Section 5 describes our aggregate
results across 30 homes across North America over several
days. In this section, we focus on WTF’s behavior in these
five homes with different operating regimes, to provide better
confidence in our aggregate results and to allow us to explore
some “war stories” from real home network deployments.
Overview: how cvt relates to access link throughput. Fig-
ure 9 shows the values of the coefficient of variance of packet
inter-arrival time, cvt. The figure also shows a horizontal
line at 0.8, above which WTF determines that the access
link is the bottleneck. The access links for these five homes
have a range of downstream through throughput varies from
2.8 Mbps to 30 Mbps. The boxes in the figure represent the
inter-quartile range of the cvt values, while the whiskers rep-
resent the 10th and the 90th percentile values. The figure
shows that the low throughput home (Home 1) almost always
has low cvt, which confirms the expectation that the usage in
this homes almost always saturates the access link, and that
the wireless is rarely the bottleneck.
Figure 9 also shows that, in general, cvt increases as the
access link throughput increases: as the access link through-
put increases, the wireless has a higher chance of being the
bottleneck. The median values for the 22 Mbps and the
30 Mbps homes are above 1, indicating that most of the time
the access link is not the bottleneck. Surprisingly, Homes 2
and 3 almost never saturate the downstream access link.
Home 1: Low capacity access link, poor wireless We
first explore WTF’s measurements in a network that has low
downstream throughput on the access link. As expected, the
cvt is low because the access link is often the bottleneck in
this home. This trend confirms our intuitive expectation, but
we also performed additional measurements to verify these
findings. In addition to WTF’s measurements, we also per-
form active throughput measurements about every two hours.
Over the period of this study, the access link in Home 1 sees
an average downstream throughput of about 2.75 Mbps, with
a standard deviation of 150 Kbps—a slow, but extremely sta-
ble access link. Saturating the access link requires only about
208 packets a second, assuming 1500-byte packets. We as-
sume that in cases where we see at least 80% of this packet
rate per second that the access link is saturated; in these
cases, we expect cvt to be low. Indeed, in nearly 1200 cases
where we infer that the access link is the bottlenecked based
on observed packet rates, WTF correctly diagnosed all but
two of those cases.
Table 3 also indicates that WTF suggests that this home ex-
periences problems in its wireless network a large fraction of










Home 1, 2.8 Mbps
Figure 10: CDF of ρu for Home 1 shows that retransmissions between
clients and the access point are greater than 0.1 (10% of frames) nearly
60% of the time.










Home 2: 10.5 Mbps
Figure 11: CDF of τh for Home 2 shows that RTT between the access point
and clients in the home network exceeds 15 ms about 50% of the time.
the time. Figure 10 plots the upstream retransmission rates
(from the client to the AP); WTF observes a high a num-
ber of retransmissions. We visited this home network and
determined that the access point is about 5–8 meters away
from the location where the occupant typically uses his wire-
less laptop, and that there were multiple walls in between the
access point and the laptop. This user also sees fewer re-
transmissions on the downstream link between the AP and
his laptop, perhaps because the AP’s radio is more powerful
than the client’s. Still, despite the fact that the user experi-
ences such poor wireless connectivity, the wireless network
is often not the bottleneck in his home because the access
link also has such low capacity.
Home 2: Moderate capacity access link, poor wireless.
This home has an access link with a downstream through-
put of 10.5 Mbps. The access point has also has 802.11n
enabled, which might suggest that the wireless link should
not typically introduce a bottleneck. Surprisingly, however,
WTF found that the access link for this home is almost never
saturated! To investigate this further, we visited this home
and ran iperf between the access point and the client and
confirmed that the throughput of the wireless link is approx-
imately 10 Mbits/s; thus, the wireless network in this home
network is almost certainly introducing a bottleneck.
WTF also observes high values of upstream and down-
stream retransmission rates (ρu and ρu), and TCP round-trip
times on the wireless link (τh) of greater than 15 ms more
than 50% of the time, as shown in Figure 11. Our visit to
this home found that the user’s wireless access point was in-
deed located in a closet in the far corner of a 1500-square
foot apartment. Further, we found that this home network
had tens of devices connected using the access point, exclu-
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Figure 12: Range of bitrates for each device in Home 3. For each device,
we plot the upstream bitrate on the left, and the downstream bitrate on the
right. Over 80% of the measured values are from Device 1 (on 2.4 GHz),
which is restricted to a maximum rate of 54 Mbps. Though it is quite steady,
it could still bottleneck an 18 Mbps access link.










Home 4, 22.0 Mbps
Figure 13: CDF of cvt for Home 4. The access link is saturated nearly 40%
of the time.
sively using the 2.4 GHz wireless band, which is likely to
face more interference than the 5 GHz channel (particularly
for this home, which is located in an apartment complex and
within range of approximately 30 other access points). We
repeated the test we ran in Home 1 involving packet rates
and link saturation and determined that the access point sees
a packet rate that is sufficient to saturate 80% of the access
link only 20 times out of nearly 1,900 measurements; our
measurements confirm WTF’s finding that the wireless net-
work is such a problem in this home that the access link is
almost never saturated.
Home 3: Moderate capacity access link, mostly 802.11g
devices. Home 3 has an 18 Mbps access link. Figure 9 in-
dicates that the access link is not the bottleneck for this user
most of the time. WTF also indicates that the wireless is
a bottleneck 76% of the time. Upon further investigation of
this home network, we discovered that this particular user has
devices that do not have 802.11n enabled, which means that
these devices cannot achieve a wireless bitrate of more than
54 Mbps. Because the maximum TCP throughput achievable
over a 54 Mbps 802.11g channel is about 25 Mbps under
optimal conditions, it is possible that the wireless is the bot-
tleneck, given that the access link at 18 Mbps. So, though
we see from Figure 12 that wireless bitrates are very stable,
we also saw that the local TCP RTTs are very high in this
network; nearly 90% of medium to large TCP flows (more
than 100 packets) saw an average TCP RTT between the ac-
cess point and the client of more than 15 ms. This effect is
pronounced usually for large flows as the wireless bottleneck
builds up so we might not see this indicator for shorter flows.
Home 4: Moderate access link, moderate wireless Home 4
has a similar access link capacity as Home 3, but the char-
acteristics of its wireless network are much different. WTF
finds a high cvt value: Figure 13 shows the CDF of cvt for
this home; the figure shows that the access link introduces a
bottleneck only about 40% of the time, but also reveals wire-
less problems nearly 80% of the time. We studied the condi-
tions in this home carefully and confirmed using the packet-
rate analysis that we ran in other homes that when the access
link is near saturation, cvt is low. As in other homes, we also
measured the wireless throughput from the AP to a device in
the home network using iperf, which reported a throughput
of 65 Mbps. At times, the wireless is clearly not the bottle-
neck at least some of the time, which is confirmed by low
values of cvt; but there exist other times when the wireless
performance introduces a potential bottleneck, or there isn’t
sufficient demand on the network.
Home 5: High capacity access link, low application de-
mand Finally, we analyze Home 5, which has a 30 Mbps
access link. This network almost never saturates the access
link; the home also has a good wireless network: WTF de-
tects wireless issues only 13% of the time. In this home,
we performed iperf tests from the AP to the most commonly
used device in the home. Our tests confirm confirm that
the throughput between the AP and the client is more than
60 Mbps. Therefore, we expect applications in the home typ-
ically do not generate sufficient demand to saturate either the
access link or the wireless network. We asked the user of this
home network about his network usage and, indeed, he con-
firmed that he rarely uses the network heavily. (Apparently,
this user knows how to set up a wireless network, but is also
paying too much for his ISP service plan!)
5. A GLIMPSE INTO HOME NETWORKS
A typical home user can typically only report their expe-
rience with the performance of various applications in his or
her home network but has no idea whether those problems
are caused by problems with the home network or the Inter-
net service provider. The default assumption that users often
make is that the problem lies with their ISP (an assumption
that costs ISPs millions of dollars) or that it is simply time
to buy a faster service plan. However, in many cases, simply
moving the wireless access point might significantly improve
the performance of their home network [12, 13].
5.1 Before buying a faster service plan...
move the router!
WTF’s holistic analysis of both the access link and the
wireless network can help users understand the state of their
home network. For instance, a heavily used access link that
is bottlenecked most of the time, coupled with good wireless
performance, might suggest that upgrading to a higher ser-
vice plan may result in better performance, while an access
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(a) Taxonomy and decision matrix.
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(b) Prevalence of pathologies in 30 homes. Each circle rep-
resents one home (circle area is proportional to downstream
throughput).
Figure 14: Prevalence of performance problems in the deployment
link that is rarely bottlenecked, coupled with poor wireless
performance, might suggest that the user should fix the wire-
less network to fully utilize the network.
As a first step towards understanding where performance
problems truly lie in home networks, we deployed WTF in
30 homes to shed light on the frequency of various patholo-
gies in a range of different home networks. Table 4 sum-
marizes our deployment and the characteristics of the home
networks in this deployment.
Figure 14a shows the decision matrix we use to evalu-
ate the homes: good wireless performance with low access
link utilization suggests a lightly used network (and the pos-
sibility of even downgrading the service plan without ad-
verse effects). High utilization and a poor wireless suggests
that the user’s time might be well spent optimizing access
point placement (or replacement!). Figure 14b places all the
homes into Figure 14a’s decision matrix. The size of the cir-
cle is proportional to the downstream throughput of the ac-
cess link for that home. The results show that most homes in
Number of Households 30
Duration 9—21 days
Devices (2.4 GHz) 215
Devices per house (2.4 GHz) 1–23
Active devices (2.4 GHz) 104
Devices (5 GHz) 62
Devices per house (5 GHz) 1–7
Active devices (5 GHz) 37
Table 4: We deployed WTF in 30 households across North America.
our deployment have wireless problems most of the time, and
are likely bottlenecked by the wireless network. All home
networks are affected by wireless problems, except those
with access links whose downstream throughput is less than
10 Mbits/sec. (We observed a few homes with moderate ac-
cess links and good wireless that do not make heavy use of
the network.)
5.2 How common are wireless pathologies?
We now attempt to better understand the nature of wire-
less pathologies in homes when they do arise. We note that
we are effectively only looking at symptoms, rather than un-
derlying causes. For example, we can study the prevalence of
various pathologies, but we cannot (yet) explain why we ob-
serve them (e.g., whether problems exist due to noisy chan-
nels, contention, hidden terminal problems, etc.). We leave
a deeper analysis of underlying causes of wireless patholo-
gies in home networks to future work and report only on the
prevalence of various symptoms.
What bitrates are observed in home networks? WTF mea-
sures per-device bitrates by sampling the output of iw every
100 ms whenever WTF runs (i.e., 15 seconds every five min-
utes) and uploads the results to the server. Figure 16 plots
the median of the average bitrate over all devices; we catego-
rize the devices based on whether they are using 2.4 GHz or
5 GHz (Figures 16a and 16b, respectively). The figure shows
that upstream bitrates are almost always lower than the the
downstream bitrates, which may be due to the fact that ac-
cess point radios are typically higher quality than client ra-
dios. Downstream rates are better for the 5 GHz devices
than the 2.4 GHz radios, but there is also more difference
between the upstream and the downstream bitrates in 5 GHz
band: 50% of 5 GHz devices see median downstream bitrates
above 100 Mbps downstream, but 80% see less than 60 Mbps
upstream. By comparison, only 25% of 5 GHz devices see
median bitrates above 100 Mbps downstream, but only 60%
see less than 60 Mbps upstream. Poorer quality client radios
might cause more problems in the upstream direction in the
5 GHz band because of stronger signal attenuation.
What are typical TCP round trip times on home wireless
links? We used WTF to study the TCP RTTs for all down-
stream flows with more than 100 packets, across all homes.
Figure 18 plots the CDF of the average RTT between the ac-
cess point and a wireless client, and between the access point
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Figure 15: cvt values for all homes in the deployment; values below the horizontal line indicate consistent access link bottlenecks. None of the home networks
whose access links have downstream throughput greater 27 Mbps experience a significant access link bottleneck.
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(a) Median bitrates of all the devices on 2.4 GHz over the deployment.
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(b) Median bitrates of all the devices on 5 GHz over the deployment.
Figure 16: Distribution of wireless bitrates for devices in both the 2.4 GHz
and 5 GHz spectrums, for all devices in the deployment. Downstream bi-
trates are higher than upstream bitrates on both spectrums.
and the server with which the home user is exchanging traf-
fic. The median RTT on the local wireless network is about
25 ms, which is nearly as high as the median RTT that users
experience between their access point and the services they
are accessing, 40 ms! This finding suggests that the RTT
introduced by the wireless network may be a significant frac-
tion of the end-to-end RTT (at least in North America where
our current deployment is located).
This finding is particularly significant in light of the many
recent efforts by service providers to reduce latency to end-
to-end services with myriad optimizations and careful place-
ment of content. In addition to the significant attention that is
already being paid to optimizing wide-area performance and
host TCP connection settings, it may well be worth spend-
ing effort to improve home wireless network performance.
The next steps should be to understand the underlying causes
of this latency, which may be due to channel contention, re-
transmission, or buffering delays caused by a bottlenecked
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(a) 20% of 2.4 GHz devices have high median upstream bitrate variation
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(b) 50% of 5 GHz devices have high median upstream bitrate variation
Figure 17: Variation of upstream and downstream wireless bitrates (cvr)
across devices in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands.
wireless channel.
What TCP loss and RTT along end-to-end paths do home
users experience for the services they use? WTF’s abil-
ity to analyze properties of TCP connections from real user
traffic in deployed home networks also provides a unique
opportunity to understand the nature of wide-area perfor-
mance that users experience for real services. Although there
has been much work concerning wide-area performance, and
even some work that aims to understand the performance of
access networks using active measurements, to date there
have been no studies exploring the wide-area connectivity
that users actually experience for the applications and ser-
vices that they are using.
Figure 18 shows that, in general, users experience low
round-trip times to the services that they access: Only 20%
of the connections exceed 100 ms RTT from the access point
to the server. We also saw that that loss is generally low: only
about 20% of TCP connections experience non-negligible
loss, and fewer than 10% of connections see more than 0.1%
12
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Figure 18: TCP RTT over wireless is high compared to the RTTs between
the access point and the server. This could cause significant performance
degradations.
3dupacks (not shown). In conclusion, the wide-area connec-
tivity properties for the users in our deployment are much less
likely to cause performance problems than the user’s home
wireless link! Although a more widespread deployment of
WTF is necessary before one can start drawing general con-
clusions about where problems lie “most of the time”, our de-
ployment certainly suggests that optimizing the performance
of home networks deserves more attention.
5.3 How common are access link bottlenecks?
Figure 15 shows the coefficient of variance for packet
inter-arrival time on the access link cvt for all 30 homes in
our deployment. The box plot shows the inter-quartile range
of the cvt values for cases when there the traffic on the ac-
cess link exceeds 100 packets/sec (i.e., when the network is
not idle). We observe that none of the homes with down-
stream throughput greater 27 Mbps experience a significant
access link bottleneck (which we define as having the 25th
percentile value of cvt falling below the bottleneck detec-
tion threshold). We also observe two other features: First,
cvt generally increases as access link speed increases, again
confirming WTF’s heuristic. This result makes sense: With
higher downstream throughput, the likelihood of the access
link being bottlenecked with traffic reduces, and the likeli-
hood of the wireless being the bottleneck increases. Second,
we observe large variations in cvt, even among similar access
links. This variation results from varying wireless conditions
and usage patterns across households: The home with the
18 Mbps access link almost never experiences an access link
bottleneck, whereas users in the home with a 22 Mbps access
link experience a bottleneck on the access link almost half of
the time.
6. RELATED WORK
Although much work exists on detecting both performance
bottlenecks and wireless pathologies, none of the prior tools
to date have been applied in a holistic fashion to isolate prob-
lems that users experience in home networks. We believe
that this paper presents the first study of the extent and nature
of performance problems that real users experience in home
networks, and to what extent these problems are caused by
problems inside or outside the home. We take a brief look at
the different approaches taken towards network diagnosis in
both general and 802.11 settings.
A lot of work exists on available bandwidth and bottle-
neck detection; much of it employs active detection tech-
niques and requires one or both endhosts to probe the net-
work. PathNeck [14, 15] is an active probing tool devel-
oped to accurately locate the bottleneck links using Recur-
sive Packet Trains to estimate available bandwidth. Other
tools [21, 28, 29] solve similar problems. Similarly, many
tools provide estimates of available bandwidth [5,16,18,27].
These techniques are designed to be run from endhosts and
can be used as a starting point for diagnosing the problems
faced by end hosts in home networks.
Home networks can experience a wide range of perfor-
mance problems, from misconfigured devices to wireless
problems to network neutrality violations. Netprints [3] is
a diagnostic tool for home networks solves problems aris-
ing due to misconfigurations of home network devices in-
cluding routers. Significant work has been done on look-
ing at performance degradations due to service i discrimina-
tion [10, 11, 17, 31]. Kanuparthy et al. [19] develop a tool
to detect common wireless pathologies such as low SNR,
congestion, and hidden terminals. using both active probes
and an additional measurement point within the same wire-
less network. Many other diagnostic tools used for detecting
pathologies in wireless enterprise networks exist [2, 8, 24].
Systems have been developed to exploit specialized hardware
or extra monitors to detect the cause of various classes of
wireless problems [7, 24–26]. Cooperative techniques exist
to diagnose certain classes of problems like hidden terminals
and conflict graphs [4, 22].
Our work is different in several ways. First, our study ex-
amines wireless networks in 30 homes. To our knowledge, a
study of this scale has has not been done before for home net-
works. Second, WTF uniquely solves a specific problem due
to its vantage point in the the middle of the end-to-end path,
at the point that separates the home network from the access
link. WTF tries to understand performance issues in home
networks by being situated on the access point, allowing it to
simultaneously determine the characteristics of both the ac-
cess link and the wide-area path for real user traffic. Third,
WTF relies almost entirely on passive techniques to make its
inferences. One of WTF’s techniques exploits packet inter-
arrival times at the access point to determine the location of
bottleneck, similar to Katabi et al. [20], which uses the en-
tropy in packet inter-arrival time for estimating shared bot-
tlenecks. Biaz et al. [6] also use packet inter-arrival, but for
distinguishing between different kinds of losses.
7. CONCLUSION
As broadband Internet access proliferates and brings high-
speed connectivity into homes, many users’ typical Internet
experience is defined by the performance that they experi-
ence when using their home network. Although there have
been extensive studies of wide-area Internet performance and
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even studies of access-link performance, to date we have had
very little visibility into the “last 50 feet”, and how the char-
acteristics of the home network can introduce performance
problems for users in home networks. In this paper, we have
introduced WTF, a tool that runs on the router in a user’s
home network, that can provide this much needed visibil-
ity to users and ISPs alike. Our results are striking: they
suggest that most users who have access links with down-
stream throughput that exceeds about 10 Mbits/s need not
worry about their access link—when these users experience
bottlenecks, the underlying cause is most often a poorly per-
forming wireless network.
WTF takes an important first step in home network diagno-
sis and lays the groundwork for much follow-up work. Our
first goal is to develop a version of WTF that can operate
online, on unsampled network traffic. A second important
extension to WTF involves developing methods that explain
why various wireless performance problems exist. WTF can
tell a user that their home wireless network is performing
poorly, but it does not offer any insights into the underly-
ing causes for that poor performance. In addition to work-
ing with the Federal Communications Commission and di-
rectly with several ISPs to expand our current deployment
to a larger set of users, we also plan to develop techniques
to better understand the underlying causes of poor wireless
performance in home networks.
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